We Must Keep our Promises to the Low-Wage Workers who Keep Maryland Communities Going

The coronavirus pandemic has shone a light on Maryland communities’ deep reliance on the workers who keep families fed, care for aging adults, and maintain sanitary public spaces. Yet these same workers too often take home wages that cannot support a family, let alone compensate for the daily risks their jobs require. As policymakers respond to the growing economic crisis, they must recognize the need to support the essential workers who support the rest of us. This means strengthening basic protections like the minimum wage and the right to earn paid sick days—not walking back the promises they have already made. Freezing Maryland’s minimum wage at its current, inadequate level would harm the very people now holding up our communities, weaken Maryland’s economy, and ultimately make us all worse off:

- Freezing the minimum wage would cost a typical low-wage worker more than $7,000 in lost wages by 2025, even as basics like housing and health care continue to become more unaffordable. A proposed—though legally dubious—two-year freeze would cost a typical worker well over $14,000 by 2026.
- Freezing the minimum wage would do outsized harm to women and workers of color who are overrepresented in low-wage jobs.
- Freezing the minimum wage would depress consumer spending and weaken Maryland’s economy for years to come.

Further, corporate lobbyists’ recent claims about ignore the best research on the economics of the minimum wage.

Maryland’s Coronavirus Response Must Reflect our Values

The most important goal of economic policy is to ensure that all Marylanders are able to meet their basic needs and live with dignity. Supporting workers at low-wage jobs is key to achieving that goal—especially at a time when many have unemployed family members, must care for ill loved ones or are themselves ill, or risk their lives daily at workplaces where they could be exposed to the coronavirus.

A strong minimum wage is an effective tool for building low-wage workers’ economic security:

- Research shows that raising the minimum wage can bring lasting boosts to families’ income, reduce poverty, improve children’s health, and put the next generation on a path to success.
- These benefits are greatest for women and workers of color. About 30 percent of workers expected to benefit from Maryland’s $15 minimum wage are Black, while another 12 percent are Latinx. Altogether, it is expected that half of all benefiting workers are people of color. Likewise, 55 percent of workers estimated to benefit from Maryland’s minimum wage increase are women.
On the other hand, freezing our minimum wage would have the opposite effect—lowering family incomes for years to come, increasing poverty, putting children at higher risk of illness, and blunting their long-term prospects. And the greatest harms would fall on women and workers of color.

The fact is, the minimum wage law now on the books is already weaker and slower to take effect than the original, economically sound proposal. Every delay means thousands in lost wages for every low-wage worker and greater economic hardship for years to come. The bill initially introduced in 2019 would have brought most workers’ hourly wages to $15 by July 2023. Under current law, a typical worker will not reach $15 until 2025, resulting in about $9,000 in lost wages through 2025 and more in later years due to the lack of inflation adjustment.\(^\text{vi}\) Delaying one scheduled increase—a step allowed under current law—would cost a typical worker another $7,300. A proposal to freeze the minimum wage at $11 for two years—which rests on shaky legal ground, at best—would cost a typical worker $14,600 by 2026.

Already, there is nowhere in Maryland where even a single adult working full time and not caring for children can afford a basic living standard on less than $15 per hour—and low wages are even more inadequate for workers who must support a family.\(^\text{vii}\) Delaying scheduled minimum wage increases would slow the improvements Maryland workers were promised, even as other essentials like housing and health care continue to become more unaffordable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$15 phase-in for most workers</th>
<th>Loss compared to current law</th>
<th>Loss compared to original bill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Original bill</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>July 2023</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Law as enacted</strong></td>
<td>January 2025</td>
<td>$13,300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One-year delay</strong></td>
<td>January 2026</td>
<td>$7,300</td>
<td>$20,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Allowed under current law)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Two-year delay</strong></td>
<td>January 2027</td>
<td>$14,600</td>
<td>$27,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Legally dubious)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Loss is for a full-time worker (64 percent of affected workers) at a large employer, cumulative from 2020 to 2027. Comparison to the original bill reflects inflation adjustment beginning in July 2024, based on the Congressional Budget Office projection of growth in CPI-U for all U.S. cities.

Delaying wage improvements for low-wage workers is particularly unconscionable in consideration of the jobs these workers do. Low wages are often associated with jobs in the retail, accommodations, and food services industries. Many businesses in these industries are shut down for public health reasons, but those that remain open perform essential roles such as ensuring families are able to eat.

At the same time, freezing the minimum wage would also harm workers in a range of other, equally essential industries. For example, 15 percent of workers expected to benefit from Maryland’s $15 minimum wage law are in the economically vital construction, manufacturing, transportation, and warehousing industries.\(^\text{viii}\) Another 15 percent work in often highly dangerous health care settings.

Amid a historic public health crisis and a deep economic downturn, we will all have to make sacrifices. The question is how those sacrifices will be shared. It would be out of step with Marylanders’ values to walk back the promise we made to low-wage workers only a year ago to bring every job closer to a family-supporting wage. To
break this promise to the essential workers who daily risk their lives to keep Marylanders fed, safe, and cared for would be a betrayal of these values.

Lower Wages Would Mean a Steeper Downturn and a Slower Recovery

In an economic crisis like the one we are experiencing now, maintaining consumer demand is key to easing the pain and bringing about a speedy recovery. Weakening the minimum wage is precisely the wrong response to this situation.

More than anyone else, families living paycheck to paycheck quickly cycle every dollar of income back into the local economy by buying essentials. A higher minimum wage means higher incomes for precisely the families who will spend that money fastest. This, in turn, means stronger sales at local businesses, which allows them to preserve more jobs. In contrast, freezing the minimum wage further squeezes families who already struggle to afford the basics. When families have no choice but to cut back, this means less demand for businesses’ wares and fewer jobs to go around.

| Households with the lowest incomes … | During a recession … | spend $41 … out of every additional $100 of income. |
| Households with the highest incomes … | spend $14 … out of every additional $100 of income. |
| Households living paycheck to paycheck … | spend $52 … out of every additional $100 of income. |
| Households with the most built-up wealth … | spend $5 … out of every additional $100 of income. |

Source: Carroll et al. (2017). See endnote ix. Here, “households living paycheck to paycheck” and “households with the most built-up wealth” refer, respectively, to households with the lowest and highest ratio of net worth to income.

The loss in consumer spending from freezing the minimum wage would also mean lower sales tax revenues. At a time when we all must rely on public investments in things like public health, infrastructure, and education in a challenging new context, lower revenues will mean more pain for Maryland communities—and for our economy. State analysts have estimated that every $1 million in state budget cuts corresponds to up to 16.7 lost jobs (including 6.7 jobs lost in the private sector) and up to $1.2 million in lost take-home income.§

Corporate Lobbyists’ Claims Don’t Hold Water

The harms of freezing Maryland’s minimum wage at its current, inadequate level of $11 per hour are clear—a less humane, less fair economy; a deeper downturn and a slower recovery; and a betrayal of the workers who risk their lives to sustain Maryland communities. Meanwhile, the purported case for freezing the minimum wage is without merit.
The most rigorous economic research undermines catastrophic predictions about the effect of a higher minimum wage on the economy:

- A study published in 2019 examined 138 state minimum wage changes between 1979 and 2016. The study found no evidence of any reduction in the total number of jobs for low-wage workers and no evidence of reductions affecting subsets of the workforce such as workers without a college degree, workers of color, and young workers.\textsuperscript{xi}

- A 2016 meta-analysis of 37 studies on the minimum wage published since 2000 found minimal employment effects, particularly for the vast majority of workers affected by the minimum wage who are at least 20 years old.\textsuperscript{xii}

- A study published in 2016 assessed a range of statistical methods used in the literature to estimate employment effects of the minimum wage.\textsuperscript{xiii} Analyses using a diverse set of credible approaches find negligible effects on employment. The authors identified analytical problems with methods that found negative effects, calling into question the suitability of these methods for distinguishing the effect of the minimum wage from preexisting labor market trends.

Furthermore, a growing body of research calls into question economists’ predominant focus on the relationship between the minimum wage and the total number of jobs available. The researchers note that low-wage labor markets are characterized by a high level of “churn.”\textsuperscript{xiv} Rather than remaining at a single employer for a long period of time, low-wage workers often work at multiple employers during a single year—for reasons such as hours availability—with intermittent periods of unemployment. This means that even the (generally lower-quality) research that finds a modestly negative relationship between the minimum wage and the number of jobs available is consistent with all or a vast majority of low-wage workers ultimately taking home higher incomes, even if they work fewer hours. Indeed, the growing body of research linking a higher minimum wage to a long-term boost to families’ incomes lends credence to this thesis.\textsuperscript{xv}

The strong evidence that raising the minimum wage is effective in increasing low-wage workers’ household income is particularly relevant during a recession. Maintaining consumer demand is key to easing the pain and bringing about a speedy recovery. High-quality empirical research makes clear that by raising families’ incomes, raising the minimum wage can effectively boost demand during a downturn. Conversely, freezing the minimum wage at its current, inadequate level locks in low purchasing power for low-wage workers, making it harder for them to afford necessities and needlessly depressing sales at local businesses.

Finally, two common arguments against a higher minimum wage do not stand up to scrutiny:

- **Business location:** Industries with the highest concentrations of low-wage employers are often tied to a particular place. For example, businesses engaged in accommodation and food services, retail trade, or residential care by nature serve a specific geographic area.\textsuperscript{xvi} This means that employers cannot simply relocate to avoid paying higher wages.

- **Automation:** Because research and development is generally the most significant cost of automation technology, companies decide whether to automate jobs based more to the nationwide (or worldwide) labor market rather than on wages in a specific place. Once a company has successfully developed an automation technology, it is likely to deploy that technology in high-wage and low-wage areas alike. This means that we can expect Maryland’s minimum wage policy to have minimal effects on the pace of automation.

Taken together, this evidence makes clear that freezing Maryland’s minimum wage would make it harder for families to afford necessities, depress consumer demand, and bring no compensating benefit. For a healthy
Maryland economy—one with a speedy recovery, strong job growth, and decent wages for all workers, regardless of their race, class, gender, or disability—proceeding with scheduled minimum wage increases in 2021 and 2022 is the right choice.
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